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ABSTRACT

Diagnostic Rhyme Test (DRT) materials by native
speakers of English (American), German and French
were presented under undegraded and degraded
conditions to English speaking listening crews of three
national origins: American, German and French. The
effects of the speaker’s native language, the listener’s
native language and all permutations of the two on DRT
scores were significant, depending on the speech feature
involved, but the speaker's linguistic background was
the major determinant of the types of error that
occurred. The total number of errors was lowest for
American speakers, regardless of the nationality of the
listeners, and when the listeners were American,
regardless of the nationality of the speakers. Errors with
respect to voicing, sustention, sibilation and graveness
occurred most often.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many factors potentially contribute to errors in speech
communication in circumstances where the communi-
cators are required to communicate in other than their
native languages, as is frequently the case in civilian
and military aviation communications.  These factors
include language differences in syntactical and
grammatical rules.  They also include differences in the
phonemic alphabets of the various languages involved.
Comparisons of the phonemic alphabets of the
languages involved may permit identification of some
of the more important sources of miscommunication,
i.e.,  speech elements not common to the native
languages of the communicators involved. Such
comparisons do not, however, permit quantitative
predic-tions regarding communication failures, nor do
they permit distinctions between communication
failures due to errors of articulation and those due to
errors of  perception — distinctions between failures
due to the speaker and those due to the listener.

2. PURPOSES

The purposes of this exploratory study were (1) to
demonstrate the sensitivity of the Diagnostic Rhyme
Test [1,2] to the effects of communicator differences in
linguistic background on voice communications
conduct-ed in English, (2) to evaluate the relative
contributions of the speaker's and the listener's
linguistic backgrounds to voice communication failures
and  (3) to identify the speech elements and/or features
most susceptible to misarticulation or misperception by
non-native speakers of English.

3.METHODS AND MATERIALS

3.1 Speech Materials

The speech materials used for this study were
recordings of the test words of the Diagnostic Rhyme
Test (DRT-IV).   Although originally designed to aid
communication scientists and engineers in pinpointing
specific system defects or malfunctions, the DRT has
been widely used for predicting overall intelligibility in
voice communica-tion systems and devices.  It is the
NATO standard and an ISO standard for evaluating
intelligibility of voice coding and communication
systems and algorithms.

The DRT tests the discriminability of six distinctive
features of consonant phonemes, only.  It uses a 2AFC
paradigm in which the listener's task with each test
token or stimulus word is to choose between two
rhyming words whose initial consonants differ only
with respect to one of six features: voicing, nasality,
sustention, sibilation, graveness and compactness.  In
addition to a total score, the DRT yields more than 24
independent scores. Among these are scores for the
discriminability, generally, of each feature, separate
scores for each feature state, and various other
subscores for each feature, e.g., separate subscores for
the discriminability of sibilation in voiced and unvoiced
phonemes.  It also yields “bias scores,” scores that
reflect the listener’s tendency to favor the positive state
of a speech feature.



3.2 Speakers

The speaker sample consisted of three adult males from
each of three linguistic backgrounds: American,
German and French. They were originally recruited in
their native countries by Caldwell P. Smith of the
USAF Rome Air Development Center laboratory at
Hanscomb AFB, Massachusetts, USA. All, presumably,
had formal education in English, but their facility and
experience with this language were not independently
determined.  Each speaker recorded several
randomizations of the English (American) Diagnostic
Rhyme Test words and assorted other speech materials.

3.3. Listeners

Three crews of seven test-naïve listeners, male and
female, representing, respectively, American, German
and French linguistic backgrounds, were also recruited
from present residents of Austin, Texas.  None had
previous experience with the DRT.  All were residing in
academic or vocational environments where English
was the dominant language of everyday speech
communication.

3.4 Testing Procedure

The listeners were instructed in DRT testing
procedures, given three practice sessions with the test
and then presented recorded DRT materials by
American, German and French speakers under two
conditions, undegraded speech and speech masked by
speech-modulated noise at an S/N of 0dB.  The speech
materials were presented binaurally over TDH-39
headphones at a comfortable listening level,
approximately 79dB SPL.

4. RESULTS

Although DRT results are conventionally expressed in
terms of "percent correct, adjusted for chance," present
purposes will be better served if they are presented here
in terms of  "error percentages, adjusted for chance."  In
a 2AFC case, the adjustment involves simply doubling
the number of observed errors.

Due to the small number of speakers and listeners
available for this study, the effects of "speaker
nationality”, "listener nationality" and their interaction
are statistically significant in a relatively small number
of cases.  However a number of potentially important
trends are strongly suggested by these results.

4.1 Results for Undegraded Speech

Total DRT errors for each of the nine permutations of
listener nationality (LN) and speaker nationality (SN)
are shown for the undegraded case in Table 1 and also
in Figure 1, where the major trends are more easily
discerned.

TABLE 1. Effects of communicators' nationalities on
total DRT errors.

                                        Speakers
Listeners*    American    German       French         Mean

American    3.5    7.9   10.1    7.2
German    7.6  10.1   12.7  10.1
French  13.8  17.2   14.7  15.2
Mean    8.3  11.7   12.5  10.8

(For SN, P< .10; for LN, P< .001; for SN*LN, P<  .001)

Fewest errors occurred when both speakers and
listeners were native-born Americans; most errors
occurred when the speakers were German and the
listeners were French.  On average, listeners of all
national origins had the fewest errors when the speakers
were American, next fewest when the speakers were
German and most when the speakers were French.
Listeners of all linguistic backgrounds yielded the
fewest errors when the speakers were Americans, next
fewest when the speakers were German-born and most
when the speakers were French-born.

Figure 1.  Effects of communicator's nationalities on
total DRT errors.
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The distribution of "voicing errors," errors in the
discrimination of voicing, for the nine LN*SN permuta-
tions is shown in Table 2. Voicing errors were fewest
when listeners and speakers were American-born;
generally most frequent when the speakers were of
French national origin.

TABLE 2. Effects of communicators' nationalities on
total errors with respect to the feature voicing.

                                        Speakers
Listeners*    American    German       French         Mean

American     3.0    5.1  14.9    7.6
German     9.2    5.7  21.1  12.0
French   10.4    8.3  15.5  11.4
Mean     7.5    6.4  17.2  10.4

(For SN*LN, P< .05)

Overall, fewest errors occurred with German speakers;
most errors occurred with French speakers.

A consistent positive voicing bias appeared in all cases
involving French speakers, as shown in Table 3.  This
bias suggests that French speakers tend to "overvoice."
Listeners of all nationalities had a tendency, albeit a
small one, to perceive unvoiced phonemes as voiced
when the speaker was French. In all other cases, the
biases were negligible.

TABLE 3. Effects of communicators' nationalities on
error biases with respect to the feature voicing.

                                        Speakers
Listeners*    American    German       French         Mean

American    0.0    0.6    9.5    3.4
German   -0.6    3.0  12.5    5.0
French   -1.8   -4.8    4.8   -0.6
Mean  - 0.8   -0.4    8.9    2.6

(No statistically significant effects.)

Historically, nasality has proven to be the most robustly
encoded of the six features dealt with by the DRT.
Errors were negligible for all speaker-listener
permutations, but, as shown in Table 4, occurred most
frequently with French listeners. In all cases, biases
with respect to nasality were less than 2%, and no
trends were evident.

TABLE 4.  Effects of communicators' nationalities on
total errors with respect to the feature nasality.

                                        Speakers
Listeners*    American    German       French         Mean

American    0.9    0.9    0.6    0.8
German    2.1    0.6    1.2    1.3
French    1.5    3.6    3.9    3.0
Mean    1.5    1.7    1.9    1.7

(For LN,  P<.05;  for LN*SN, P<.10.)

Results for the case of sustention are shown in Table 5.
By ANOVA the main effect for LN is highly
significant; the interaction LN*SN is moderately
significant.  No bias effects approached significance.
Here as elsewhere, a significant main effect should be
examined critically where an interaction involving that
effect is significant. Most of the variation observed here
is attributable to cases involving French listeners, the
implication of which is that French listeners have
greater difficulty than those of other linguistic
backgrounds in distinguishing stopped or interrupted
consonants from their sustained counterparts. This
phenomenon was evident independently of  whether the
contrasting phonemes involved were voiced  (e.g. bat
vs. vat) or unvoiced (e.g., pat vs. fat).  However, no
biases with respect to this feature approached
significance.

TABLE 5. Effects of communicators' nationalities on
total errors with respect to sustention.

                                        Speakers
Listeners*    American    German       French         Mean

American    2.4     9.5    6.0    6.0
German    9.8   16.1   10.4  12.1
French   28.0   30.7   21.7  26.8
Mean   13.4   18.8   12.8  14.9

(For LN,   P<.001;  for LN*SN, P<.10.)

Table 6 shows the distribution of errors with respect to
sibilation. Errors with respect to this feature were
negligible when both speakers and listeners were
American, moderate for the case of American speakers
and German listeners, but very frequent for all other
LN*SN permutations.   Moreover, the variation over
the nine LN*SN  permutations was pronounced, both
when the response options involved voiced consonants
(e.g., zee



vs. thee) or unvoiced consonants (e.g., sing vs. thing).
For  the  voiced case, P<.01 for LN,  P<.05  for SN and
P<.05 for the interaction, LN*SN.  For the unvoiced
case,  P<.05 for LN, P<.05 for SN and P<.001 for
LN*SN.

TABLE 6.  Effects of communicators' nationalities on
total errors with respect to the feature sibilation.

                                        Speakers
Listeners*    American    German       French         Mean

American    1.5   19.6   23.8   15.0
German    6.3   22.0   28.0   18.8
French  18.2   31.2   24.1   24.5
Mean    8.7   24.3   25.3   19.4

(For LN, P<.01; for SN, P<.001; for LS*SN,  P<.001.)

Sibilation bias was pronounced in the case of several
LN*SN permutations.  The extreme negative biases in
some cases involving non-American speakers raises the
possibility of recording artifacts, but the relatively small
biases that occurred in the case of French listeners
argues against such an explanation.  Bias values for the
case of sibilation  are shown in  Table 7.

TABLE 7. Effects of communicators' nationalities on
error biases with respect to the feature sibilation.

                                        Speakers
Listeners*    American    German       French         Mean

American    -1.8 - 25.0  -23.8  -16.9
German    -1.8  -21.4  -15.5  -12.9
French     0.6    -7.7     0.6   - 2.2
Mean    -1.0  -18.1  -12.9  -10.7

(For LN, P< .10; for LN*SN, P<.10)

Results for the "place feature," graveness are shown in
Table 8.  Although  graveness is generally one of the
most vulnerable features, there is relatively little
variability  across LN*SN permutations except for that
contributed by French listeners, who appear generally to
have greatest difficulty in discriminating this feature.
This difficulty is evident regardless of whether the
critical consonants of the test words were voiced or
unvoiced, sustained or interrupted.

TABLE 8.  Effects of communicators' nationalities on
total  errors with respect to the feature graveness.

                                        Speakers
Listeners*    American    German       French         Mean

American   12.2    9.8   11.3   11.1
German   16.1   14.9   11.9   14.3
French   19.9   22.6   19.3   20.6
Mean   16.1   15.8   14.2   15.3

(For  LN,  P<.001.)

Table 9 shows the distribution of graveness biases over
the nine permutations of LN and SN.   Whether due to
the  speaker's characteristics, or to their own, listener’s
responses to the graveness items were biased toward the
acute state of this feature in all but two cases.  Both of
these involved German speakers.  This is rather
remarkable given that four of the items on the grave
subtest of the DRT require the listener to distinguish
between  f and θ,  the latter of which is absent from the
German and French  phonemic alphabets.

TABLE 9.  Effects  of communicators' nationalities  on
error biases with respect to graveness.

                                        Speakers
Listeners*    American    German       French         Mean

American  -16.1    6.5   -8.3   -6.0
German  -13.1    3.6   -3.6   -4.4
French    -6.5  -17.9  -12.5  -12.3
Mean  -11.9   -2.6   -8.1   - 7.6

(For LN, P < .001)

Table 10 shows the distribution of errors with respect to
the “place feature,” compactness. Few errors occurred
under any permutation of LN and SN, only the LN and
LN*SN effects approached statistical significance.
Biases were negligible under all conditions.

TABLE 10. Effects of communicators' nationalities on
total  errors with respect to the feature compactness.

                                        Speakers
Listeners*    American    German       French         Mean

American    1.2    2.7    4.2    2.7
German    2.1    1.2    3.9    2.4
French    4.8    6.5    3.6    5.0
Mean   2.7    3.5    3.9    4.5



4.2. Results for degraded speech

Recordings of the DRT by the three speaker samples
were also presented to the three listening crews after
being degraded by speech-modulated noise at a speech-
to-noise ratio of 0dB.  As expected, errors increased
significantly across the board.  The effects of
degradation on total DRT errors are shown in Figure 2
and in Table 11.

Figure 2.  Effects of communicator's nationalities on
total DRT errors for the degraded speech condition
(0dB MNRU).

TABLE 11. Effects of communicators' nationalities on
total  DRT errors at  0dB  MNRU.

                                        Speakers
Listeners*    American    German       French         Mean

American   27.7   36.5   37.6   33.9
German   35.0   43.1   41.6   39.9
French   42.1   47.7   45.6   45.1
Mean   34.9   42.4   41.6   39.6

(For LN, P < .01; for SN, P < .05)

Although significant in two instances, the effects of the
communicators' nationalities were generally less
pronounced in this case than in the case of undegraded
speech, and this trend was generally maintained at the
level of individual features. However, when the
distribution of errors for the case of degraded speech  is
compared with that for undegraded speech, differences
between the various LN*SN permutations largely
disappear, as shown in Table 12.  Evidently,
degradation  did little to potentiate communication
difficulties attributable to specific LN*SN
permutations.

TABLE 12. Increase in error percentages due to speech-
signal degradation.

                                        Speakers
Listeners*    American    German       French         Mean

American  24.2   28.6   27.0   26.6
German  27.4   33.1   28.9   29.8
French  28.3   30.5   30.9   29.9
Mean  26.6   30.7   28.9   28.8

4.3 Speakers versus listeners as sources of
communication errors.

In the results described above, the effects associated
with listeners proved statistically significant more often
than those associated with speakers.  However, this
difference is to some extent artifactual, arising in part
from the differences in the sizes of the listener and
speaker samples.  When the two groups are compared
from the standpoint of components of variance, where
sample size is not a factor, the differences between
them appear to be negligible in most instances.  These
results do not,  therefore, provide clear answers to
questions regarding  the most appropriate course of
remedial actions with regard to the problems of
communications in  multilingual environments.  Should
greater emphasis be placed on articulatory training (i.e.,
training of the speaker) or on perceptual training (i.e.,
training of the listener), or should they be given equal
emphasis?

An examination of the data from a different point of
view  provided some potentially useful insights in this
connection.  It involved comparing the nine SN*LN
permutations in  terms of their characteristic patterns of
error on the 224 items of the DRT (including 32
experimental items).  Cluster analysis (distance =
Pearson r; linkage = complete) served this purpose.
Figure 2 shows the similarity of error patterns among
the nine LN*SN permutations under two conditions of
speech-signal quality.  In the figure, the first letter of
the identifying labels denotes the listener's nationality.
The second denotes the speaker's nationality and the
third denotes the quality of the speech signal (C=
"undegraded,”  D= "degraded").

In the figure, there are two large clusters based on
speech signal quality, one containing only the
undegraded cases and the other containing only the
degraded cases.  Within each of these there are three
sub-clusters, all of which are based on speaker
nationality.

These results suggest that, whatever the effects of the
listener's linguistic background on communication
errors, the speaker's background is the major
determinant of the types of errors that occur in
multilingual communications.
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Figure 2.  Cluster tree showing similarities between
LS*SN  permutations in terms of the distribution of
errors  across DRT items.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Subject to the results of additional research, the present
findings suggest that remedial programs for non-native
speakers of English should place primary emphasis on
articulatory rather than perceptual  factors in
multilingual voice communications.  The DRT has
potential for purposes of diagnosing failures in
communications between communicators with
multilingual  backgrounds  and for evaluating the
efficacy of remedial training programs for non-native
speakers of English.
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